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The Blue Cube Represents VoucherCodes for BBC Midlands Today

Online marketing consultancy, The Blue Cube, is pleased to represent VoucherCodes.com for a
money saving feature on BBC Midlands Today.

(PRWEBUK) 6 December 2011 -- The Telegraph reported this week that there could be a recession on its way,
therefore many families up and down the UK are looking for ways to save money this Christmas with the use of
voucher codes.

Search Engine Optimisation Company, The Blue Cube has been striving to improve VocucherCodes.comsearch
rankings by putting various marketing strategies in place.

It is one particular press release submitted by The Blue Cube that was viewed by a journalist at the BBC.

“The BBC called us to ask if we would like to represent VoucherCodes for a feature piece on BBC Midlands
Today.We agreed and arranged a date for filming,” said a member of The Blue Cube.

Paul Wilcock, account manager at The Blue Cube spoke about the strategies that are required in order to boost a
company’s SEO rankings.

“SEO is extremely beneficial; it is a major investment for any online business; because it produces results that
last. A successful SEO campaign can make a huge difference to the success of a website because it can help a
website communicate with the target audience, which is the case for VoucherCodes” Said Paul.

VoucherCodes.comreceives over 4 million visitors per month searching for discount codes for thousands of
store, including Argos, Very,New Look and The White Company.

Paul also spoke of the benefits of VoucherCodes: “It’s the time of year where our high streets and shopping
centres are crammed with people in a rush to get hold of the latest gifts; it is down to this stressful shopping
experience that many shoppers today are turning to online stores.

“Discount Coupons are extremely beneficial to help lighten the costs of living. The relevant coupons can be
implemented into the weekly family budget and can amount to savings of thousands of pounds over the course
of the year.”

Online shopping is more convenient because it means avoiding the crammed and cold high street; shoppers can
also save a considerable amount of money. It has become increasingly difficult for shoppers to find the most
affordable items on the high street, whereas the best prices are found online in a matter of minutes.

The Blue Cube are delighted that one of their clients are receiving such great television coverage and hope that
this will bring more clients requiring their service.

Attributes: The Telegraph. 05 December 2011. UK services sector grows but recession threat remains.
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Contact Information
Jade Coleman
The Blue Cube
http://www.thebluecube.com/
+441527 595 595

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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